CORRIGENDUM-2

TENDER ID : PAT202003004

SBI INFRA MANAGEMENT SOLUTIONS PVT LTD

(WHOLLY OWNED SUBSIDIARY OF SBI)

PATNA CIRCLE OFFICE

INVITES ONLINE TENDERS ON BEHALF OF SBI PATNA CIRCLE

Contractors who are on the panel of electrical work of SBI Patna Circle(LHO) in the category ‘AAA’, ‘AA’, ‘A’, ‘B’, and 'C' are only eligible.

(Contractors should submit proof of the same)

FOR

INTERIOR ELECTRICAL WORKS OF SBI BOREYA BRANCH UNDER RBO-2 RANCHI(RURAL)

Last date of submission of Tender has been extended Up to 3.00 P.M(IST) on 28.05.2020

Opening of Tenders : 3.30 P.M(IST) on 28.05.2020

CIRCLE HEAD

SBIIMS, CIRCLE OFFICE PATNA

Signature and Name, Address & contact nos. of Contractor